There are two main approaches to obtaining \topological" cartesian-closed categories. Under one approach, one restricts to a full subcategory of topological spaces that happens to be cartesian closed | for example, the category of sequential spaces. Under the other, one generalises the notion of space | for example, to Scott's notion of equilogical space. In this paper we show that the two approaches are equivalent for a large class of objects. We rst observe that the category of countably-based equilogical spaces has, in a precisely de ned sense, a largest full subcategory that can be simultaneously viewed as a full subcategory of topological spaces. This category consists of certain \!-projecting" topological quotients of countably-based topological spaces, and contains, in particular, all countably-based spaces. We show that this category is cartesian closed with its structure inherited, on the one hand, from the category of sequential spaces, and, on the other, from the category of equilogical spaces.
Introduction
The importance within computer science of reconciling topological and typetheoretic structure cannot be understated. On the one hand, as has often been stressed, see e.g. Smyth 27 ], topological structure accounts for an abstract notion of observable property, and continuity provides a mathematical alternative to computability, emphasising the nitary aspect of computation whilst avoiding the technicalities of recursion theory. On the other hand, type constructors, such as function space, arise fundamentally in both the syntax and semantics of programming languages. The challenge for reconciliation is provided by the well-known mathematical anomaly: the category, Top, of topological spaces is not cartesian closed. 3 Of course very many reconciliations of this situation have been proposed. One possibility is to cut down the category of topological spaces to a full subcategory that is cartesian closed. Some well-known examples are: Steenrod's category of compactly-generated Hausdor spaces 19]; the category, Seq, of sequential spaces (which contains many computationally important non Hausdor spaces) 12]; or the even larger category of quotients of exponentiable spaces considered in 6]. However, the received wisdom about such categories is that their function spaces are topologically hard to understand. It is much quoted that the exponential N N N can never be rst-countable 12], whereas an ideal approach from a computational viewpoint would allow e ectivity issues to be addressed, and the stricter requirement of second-countability is often claimed to be necessary for such (see e.g. Smyth 27] ).
A second alternative is to expand the category Top by adding new objects and hence new potential exponentials. Again there are many ways of doing this. A very elegant construction is to take the regular completion of Top (as a left-exact category) or the related exact completion 18, 4, 23] . The regular completion has a straightforward description as a category of equivalence relations on topological spaces, whose importance (in the case of T 0 spaces) was rst recognised by Dana Scott 1] . Following Scott, we call such structures, consisting of spaces together with equivalence relations, equilogical spaces (although we do not make the restriction to T 0 spaces), and we call the associated category Equ. Not only is Equ cartesian closed, but recent investigations have shown that other approaches to expanding Top to a cartesian-closed category (such as the lter space approach of Hyland 12]) can be naturally embedded within Equ 11, 10, 23] . A further important feature of Equ is that its full subcategory, !Equ, of countably-based equilogical spaces is also a cartesian-closed category (with its structure inherited from Equ). This fact allows equilogical spaces to support an analysis of e ectivity at higher types. It is also the basis of an interesting connection with realizability semantics. The category !Equ is equivalent to the category of assemblies over Scott's combinatory algebra P! 26] .
In this paper we demonstrate an interesting connection between the subcategory and supercategory approaches to achieving cartesian closure. We rstly show that the categories Top and !Equ share, in a precisely de ned sense, a largest common full subcategory. This category, PQ, has an explicit description as the full subcategory of Top consisting of certain \!-projecting" 3 Although there is nothing wrong per se in the existence of non cartesian-closed categories.
However, the situation for Top is anomalous because there is no intuitive incompatibility between continuity and higher-types.
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Menni and Simpson quotient spaces of countably-based topological spaces. By its very de nition, PQ contains all countably-based spaces. The remarkable fact is that PQ is also bicartesian closed (with nite limits). As a category of topological spaces, PQ inherits its bicartesian-closed structure from Seq (which contains all quotients of countably-based spaces). Similarly, as a category of equilogical spaces, PQ inherits its bicartesian-closed structure from Equ. Thus one may conclude that, at least for (iterated) exponentials over countably-based spaces, the subcategory approach, as exempli ed by Seq, and the supercategory approach, as exempli ed by Equ, give equivalent ways of modelling continuity at higher types. This is surprising because it means that the inherently intensional construction of exponentials in Equ can (in the case of PQ objects) be replaced by a manifestly extensional construction in Seq.
2 Topological subcategories of equilogical spaces Equilogical spaces were introduced by Scott 1] , as a very simple way of expanding the category of T 0 spaces. Rather than taking spaces themselves as objects of the category, Scott took equivalence relations on spaces instead. Of course, the idea generalizes immediately from T 0 spaces to arbitrary spaces. In the present paper we use the term equilogical space to mean this natural generalization. (Although historically inaccurate, this use of terminology seems consistent with the original conception.)
De nition 2.1 (i) An equilogical space is a pair (X; ) where X is a topological space and is an arbitrary equivalence relation on the underlying set of X.
( We write Equ for the category of equilogical spaces and equivariant maps.
Scott's interesting insight was that (in the T 0 case) the category of equilogical spaces is cartesian closed 1]. The original proof made use of his old result that the injective objects in the category of T 0 spaces, the continuous lattices, themselves form a cartesian-closed category 25]. Subsequently, Carboni and Rosolini realised that the construction is an example of a regular completion of a left-exact category, and that cartesian closure (and even local cartesian closure) are obtained for very general reasons 18, 4, 23] . The original T 0 version of equilogical spaces is just the regular completion of Top 0 (the category of T 0 spaces). Similarly, the category Equ de ned above is the regular completion of Top. This description enables a nice proof of the cartesian closure of Equ itself. In Section 8 we sketch a direct proof using constructions from 1, 23] . (Yet another proof is presented in 22] .)
The evident functor I : Top ! Equ, mapping a topological space X to the equilogical space (X; =), exhibits Top as a full subcategory of Equ. We call the objects (isomorphic to those) in its image the topological objects of Equ. As Top is not cartesian closed, it is clear that Equ also contains many nontopological objects, and some such objects can be obtained by exponentiation from topological objects. (One example is the object N N N 12] .)
The inclusion functor I has a left-adjoint Q : Equ ! Top which maps an equilogical space (X; ) to the topological quotient X= . Thus Top is a full re ective subcategory of Equ. This is well-explained by Equ being the regular completion of Top. However, the topological quotient functor Q has one additional important property: it is faithful! This fact motivates the following de nition of when a full subcategory of Equ can be viewed as a \topological" category (i.e. as a category of topological spaces and all continuous functions between them).
De nition 2.2 We say that a full subcategory C of Equ is topological if the (faithful) composite functor C -Equ Q -Top is full. In other words C is topological if Q : Equ -Top cuts down to an equivalence between C and a full subcategory of Top.
It is easily seen that the full subcategory of topological objects of Equ gives one topological subcategory of Equ. Moreover, this category can be shown to be a maximal (but not the maximum | see below!) topological subcategory of Equ | any strictly larger full subcategory of Equ is not topological.
Such remarks are hardly surprising. However, what is interesting about the notion of topological subcategory is that there exist other topological subcategories of Equ that contain non-topological equilogical spaces amongst their objects (and are hence incomparable with the maximal topological subcategory identi ed above). We shall see that one such subcategory arises in a very natural way.
Let us consider what happens when equilogical spaces are restricted to equivalence relations over countably-based spaces. (We say that a topological space is countably based if there exists some countable base for its topology 27]. Such spaces are also known as second-countable spaces.) We write !Top for the category of countably-based topological spaces and !Equ for the category 4 of equilogical spaces (X; ) where X is countably based. As mentioned in the introduction, !Equ is cartesian closed with its cartesian-closed structure inherited from Equ (see Section 8) . From a computer science viewpoint, the restriction to countably-based spaces is natural, allowing !Equ to be used to formalise issues of e ectivity at higher types. It remains to show that EPQ is the largest such subcategory. Suppose that an object (B; ) of !Equ lies in some other such category C 0 . To show the quotient q : B ! (B= ) is !-projecting, suppose A is countably based and take any f : A ! (B= ) in Top. As C 0 contains !Top, the object (A; =) is in C 0 . As C 0 is a topological subcategory, the continuous function f : A ! (B= ) gives an equivariant map f : (A; =) ! (B; ) in !Equ. Then 
Sequential spaces and limit spaces
In this section we introduce the category of Seq sequential spaces which is a full subcategory of Top 7] . We also introduce the category Lim of limit spaces in the sense of Kuratowski 17] . Although this category is not a subcategory of Top, it does embed the category of sequential spaces. It is easy to prove that Lim is cartesian closed because products and exponentials have straightforward de nitions. We use this to prove the known result that Seq is also cartesian closed and that it inherits this structure from that in Lim 6, 12] . These properties of Seq and Lim will be used in Sections 4{7 to prove the cartesian closure of PQ.
Sequential spaces
The sequential spaces are those topological spaces whose topologies are determined by sequence convergence. Explicitly, say that a sequence (x i ) of elements of a set X is eventually in a subset O X if there exists l such that, for all i l, x i 2 O. Recall that in an arbitrary topological space X, a sequence (x i ) is said to converge to a point x if, for every neighbourhood of x, the sequence is eventually in the neighbourhood.
There is another way of viewing convergent sequences. Let N + denote the one point compacti cation of the natural numbers. This has N f1g as underlying set and its topology is given by the following base ffngjn 2 Ng ffn; n + 1; :::; 1gjn 2 Ng. That is, a sequence converges to some n 2 N if and only if the sequence is eventually equal to n. On the other hand, a sequence converges to 1 if and only if, for all n, the sequence is eventually greater than n. It is easily checked that, for any topological space X, the convergent sequences in X are in one-to-one correspondence with the continuous functions from N + to X. 
Limit spaces
In order to gain better understanding of the structure of Seq, we introduce the related notion of (Kuratowski) limit space 17].
De nition 3.2 (i) A limit space consists of a set X together with a distinguished family of functions (N f1g) ! X, called convergent sequences in X. We say that (x i ) converges to x 1 in X if the induced function (N f1g) ! X is one of the convergent sequences in X. The convergent sequences must satisfy the following axioms: (a) the constant sequence (x) converges to x; 8 (b) if (x i ) converges to x, then so does every subsequence of (x i ); (c) if (x i ) is a sequence such that every subsequence of (x i ) contains a subsequence converging to x, then (x i ) converges to x. (ii) A function between limit spaces is said to be continuous if it preserves convergent sequences.
We usually write (x i ) ! x as a shorthand for (x i ) converges to x. It is easy to see that Seq is a full subcategory of Lim. The embedding assigns to each sequential space, the limit space with same underlying set and as convergent sequences those that converge topologically. Viewed as a limit space, the one point compacti cation of the natural numbers, N + , acts as a generic convergent sequence in Lim: convergent sequences, in any limit space X, are in one-to-one correspondence with the continuous functions from N + to X. This fact will be useful later in the proofs of Propositions 3.3 and 5.2.
Let Lim denote the category of limit spaces and continuous maps. In 14], it is shown that it arises as the full and re ective subcategory of ::-separated sheaves of a Grothendieck topos (Johnstone calls limit spaces subsequential spaces). This fact implies that Lim is a quasitopos. Although we shall mainly use properties of the categorical structure of Lim true in any quasitopos it is instructive to give explicit description of nite limits, nite colimits and exponentials.
There is an evident forgetful functor Lim ! Set. It has a \chaotic" right adjoint r which assigns to each set, the limit space with this underlying set and where every sequence converges to every point. It also has a \discrete" left adjoint which assigns to each set, the limit space with this underlying set but where a sequence converges to a point if and only if the sequence is eventually the constant sequence of that point.
We are going to use r later, but for our present purpose we just mention that the existence of these adjoints imply that the forgetful functor preserves limits and colimits. This gives us the underlying sets of many constructions among limit spaces. Let X and Y be limit spaces. A sequence ((x i ; y i )) of pairs converges to holds that for every subsequence (z i ) there exits a subsequence (z i ) and a sequence (x i ) ! x in X such that, for each i, qx i = z i and qx = z. Underlying the above characterisation is a re ection functor from Lim to Seq. The family of sequentially open subsets of a limit space forms a topology and the resulting topological space is sequential. This operation determines a functor F : Lim ! Seq that is left adjoint to the embedding in the opposite direction 14, 12 ]. An immediate consequence of this is that the embedding preserves products and equalizers. Also, using the explicit description of coproducts in Lim, it is easy to see that the embedding also preserves coproducts. We shall use these facts later.
In the proof of Corollary 10.2 of 12], the following property of the re ection is stated as obvious. We thought it worth giving a direct proof (an abstract proof follows from 6]). To prove (ii) we are going to use the following property of countably based spaces: the closure of any subset is obtained by adding the limits of all convergent sequences in the subset. Moreover, we are going to use the characterization of sequential spaces in terms of closed sets.
By the previous item we know that A is topological. We now show that U A is sequentially closed implies that there exists V X sequentially closed such that f ?1 V = U.
Suppose U is sequentially closed. Now take the closure fU of fU, the image of U under f. We are going to prove that U = f ?1 fU. Trivially U f ?1 fU.
For the other inclusion, let fa 2 fU. As X is countably based, there exists a sequence (fa i ) in fU such that (fa i ) ! fa. As f is a pre-embedding, (a i ) ! a. As U is closed, a 2 U. So U = f ?1 fU. 2
Actually, property (ii) holds for every space that satis es the condition mentioned in the proof. Such spaces are known as Fr echet spaces 7] . From the proposition above it follows that it is irrelevant to distinguish between topological and Lim-pre-embeddings into countably-based spaces.
Corollary 4.3 In Lim:
(i) Regular subobjects of topological objects are topological (they may not have the subspace topology). (ii) However, regular subobjects of countably-based spaces are in one-to-one correspondence with topological subspaces. Although not essential for the main results of the paper, we conclude this section with an application of pre-embeddings to obtain an abstract characterisation of the topological objects in Lim.
Let be Sierpinski space (i.e. the two element space f?; >g with the singleton f>g as the only non-trivial open). It is a well-known fact in topology that the continuous functions from any topological space X to are in oneto-one correspondence with the open subsets of X. Similarly, is also a limit space and the maps from any limit space X to are in one-to-one correspondence with the sequentially open subsets of X. (i) The full subcategory of pre-extensional objects is equivalent to Seq.
(ii) The full subcategory of extensional objects is equivalent to the category of T 0 sequential spaces.
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Recall the notion of !-projecting map used to de ne PQ in Section 2. As !Top is a full subcategory of Seq and hence also of Lim, it is clear that we can also de ne the !-projecting maps in any of these categories. We shall be mainly interested in the !-projecting maps in Lim, and their relationship to !-projecting quotients in Top.
We rst prove some closure properties of !-projecting maps. Statement (iii) is a consequence of (i) and (ii). property holds in the internal logic of Lim. 5 Lim j = (8f 2 Y A )(9f 2 X A )(f = q:f)
Thus we have shown that the original external notion of being !-projecting is equivalent to its natural internal analogue.
In section 7 we are going to prove the cartesian closure of PQ, by working inside Lim and using the closure properties of !-projecting maps. For the \only if" direction, suppose E is injective with respect to preembeddings between countably-based spaces, and let a : A ! B be a pre-embedding between two countably-based spaces. Take any f : C ! E A where C is coutably-based. We then obtain g : A C ! E (by exponential transpose), whence g : B C ! A (because a id C : A C ! B C is a pre-embedding between countably-based spaces by Proposition 4.1), whence f : C ! E B (again by exponential transpose). The equation E a :f = f is easily veri ed.
2
In 25], Dana Scott introduced the continuous lattices, and characterised these as the injective objects with respect to subspace embeddings in the category of T 0 topological spaces. Mart n Escard o pointed out to us that, in Top itself, the continuous lattices are, more generally, injective with respect to topological pre-embeddings. (Note that the topological pre-embeddings between T 0 spaces are exactly the subspace embeddings.)
For our purposes, we require only a convenient collection of injective objects in !Top. Although we could work with countably-based continuous lattices, it su ces to restrict attention to the (even more manageable) algebraic lattices. We assume that the reader is familiar with the de nition of these 5,9]. We shall only sketch the various constructions on algebraic lattices that we require. In this section we state and prove our main result, Theorem 7.2. We write !ALG for the category of countably-based algebraic lattices. It is well known that !ALG is cartesian closed 5,9]. We assume that the reader is familiar with the construction of exponentials in this category. In Proof. The embedding S assigns to each countably based algebraic lattice, the corresponding space with the Scott topology. It is easy to see that it preserves products. Now, for D; E countably based algebraic lattices, it is also clear that S(E D ) and SE SD have the same underlying set so we need only prove that they have the same convergent sequences. So let (f i ) ! f in S(E D ) and let (x i ) ! x in SD. We must show that (f i x i ) ! fx in SE.
In order to do this, given any compact e fx we will prove that (f i x i ) is eventually above e.
So let (a i ) an ascending sequence of compact elements such that
Then, f( elements in D and E respectively. Now, for any n 2 f1; : : : ; kg consider the sequence constantly a n . By hypothesis, (f i a n ) ! fa n . As (a n & b n ) f if and only if b n fa n it follows that (f i a n ) is eventually above b n . That is, there exists L n such that for all j L n ; f j a n b n . Then, for all j L n ; (a n & b n ) f j . Let Ass be the category of assemblies over algebraic lattices and morphisms between them. The proposition below appears in Remark 3. in X= X the nonempty subset f x 0 jx 0 xg of b X. The action on maps is the identity (using Proposition 6.3 to see that this produces a morphism between assemblies). It is easy to see that this functor is full and faithful. To de ne the action on arrows notice that E M = E M is isomorphic to M. So the action of E on arrows is the identity up to the evident isomorphism.
It is straightforward to check that this functor is also full and faithful and that together with E 0 they give an equivalence between Ass and Equ. Let !Ass denote the category of assemblies between countably-based algebraic lattices. It is not di cult to see that the equivalence of the Proposition 8.2 cuts down to one between !Ass and !Equ (so long as the choice of preembedding in the de nition of E 0 is chosen so as to preserve the countable base!). Also, the description of exponentials in !Ass is identical to that in Ass.
We can now prove that the embedding of EPQ in !Equ preserves exponentials. To calculate the exponential in EPQ we use its equivalence with PQ.
Given objects (A; A ) and (B; B ) in EPQ, we write q : A ! Q and r : B ! R for the induced !-projecting regular epis in Lim. In Section 7, we constructed the !-projecting regular epi e : A; B] ! R Q and a pre- isomorphic to the exponential R Q . As the equivalence EPQ ! PQ re ects exponentials we obtain the following. A is a pre-embedding. Moreover, E R Q = E R Q = R Q so the image of the exponential assembly above is isomorphic to ( A; B] (iii) PQ L is bicartesian closed with nite limits, and the embedding into Lim preserves this structure.
(iv) The embedding of EPQ L in !Equ also preserves the above structure. The proof of Theorem 9.1 follows exactly the lines of the proofs for PQ and EPQ (except that the category Seq can be avoided altogether). Indeed, because of the correspondence between !-projectivity in Top and Lim for sequential spaces (Proposition 5.3) we obtain: Corollary 9.2 PQ is a full subcategory of PQ L . Moreover the embedding preserves the bicartesian-closed structure and nite limits.
The bene t of PQ is that it consists entirely of topological spaces, which are familiar mathematical objects. However, the bene t of PQ L over PQ is that it appears to be locally cartesian closed. Thus, via the use of limit spaces, PQ L o ers an extensional approach to understanding local cartesian closure within !Equ. It seems essential to go beyond the realm of topological spaces to achieve local cartesian closure. This remark relates to the observation of Normann and Waagb 21] , who found that non-topological limit spaces are necessary for modelling certain dependent types. Our results and techniques bear comparison with recent work by Berger and Normann on totality in type hierarchies, in which they relate intensional \totality" structure on Scott domains with extensional structure modelled either topologically or in limit spaces 2, 3, 20, 21] . Our work is similar in motivation, although, by considering only equilogical spaces, we are restricting the carriers of our intensional hierarchy to lattices rather than to the more general Scott domains. Nonetheless, it seems that the techniques used in our proof of Theorem 7.2 generalise to give a categorical approach to proving some of their results. Also, our analysis of largest common subcategories shared by the extensional and intensional approaches provides a conceptual basis for 22
understanding the \lifting theorems" of Normann and Waagb 21] . Another interesting connection is that the proof of Theorem 7.2 essentially gives a categorical approach to the logical relations known as partial surjective homorphisms (which originated in Friedman's completeness proof for the simply-typed -calculus 8]). It seems that the notions of injectivity and projectivity form an abstract basis for understanding such special logical relations.
The functor Q L : !Equ ! Lim, investigated in Section 9, arises in a natural way that yields connections with topos theory. The category !Equ is the regular completion of !Top (as a left-exact category) and Lim is a regular category. Therefore the left-exact inclusion !Top -Lim determines a regular functor from !Equ to Lim. This functor turns out to be Q L . Interestingly, both !Equ and Lim arise as the categories of double-negation separated objects within containing toposes. In the case of !Equ the associated topos is the realizability topos RT(P!), which is equivalent to the exact completion of !Top. In the case of Lim the topos is Johnstone's \topolog-ical" (Grothendieck) topos J 14]. The characterisation of RT(P!) as an exact completion yields an exact functor from RT(P!) to J extending Q L .
Thus the functor Q L is part of an intriguing larger relationship between two well-studied ambient toposes.
One possible application of PQ is to tame the \troublesome" probabilistic 
